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people on board work together toward
common goal.
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For More Information

To formalize your gift, please contact
*

Carolyn Ferguson, Senior Major Gifts
Officer (TRF staff)
carolyn.ferguson@rotary.org

or

Chris
Million Dollar

604.940.9365
chrisoffer@live.ca

289.239.7190

Past Governor
Offer

Dinner
Committee Chair

Saturday
October 8, 2022
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You can contribute cash, appreciated

stock, make a pledge give
US$10,000 or more over 3 years.

You can also make a bequest
through will, retirement

or life insurance
policy. yourgift

may be
Peace Centers, PolioPlus,

one of

The

7 areas of focus or
SHARE

directed

plan (RRSP, RRIF),

to
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Canada.
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Why rotary?
why now?

how can i
participate

What is a Million
Dollar Dinner?

*
gift.

The purpose of this Million
Dollar Dinner is to raise NEW

funds for The Rotary
Foundation Canada. This is

your opportunity move to the
next tier as a donor or to a

higher level with a bequest or
other opportunities to make a

The dinner recognizes donors
who make a NEW

contribution of a minimum of
US$10,000 cash or legacy gift

commitment to The Rotary
Foundation Canada between
July 1, 2021 and Oct 4, 2022

Right now we are making a real

Every day The Rotary Foundation

difference, but we can do so much
more together. This ambitious

strengthen communities in even
more ways.

changes lives around the world
and in our backyard. You are building

your district’s legacy of service
with a donation to our Foundation.

District 5040 Campaign to raise
US $1,000,000 will enable The

Rotary Foundation to continue to
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For further information
visit

www.Rotary5040.org


